MEMORANDUM

TO: Kevin Ayotte, Chair
    Academic Senate

FROM: Brian Tsukimura, Chair
      University Personnel Committee

RE: (APM 322) Policy on the Assessment of Teaching and (APM 324) Policy on Probationary Plans and Faculty mentoring

At its meeting of September 25, 2014, the Personnel Committee discussed the reassignment of the appendices formerly marked APM 322a, 322b, and 322c to the appendices of APM 322 and appendix APM 324a to the appendix of APM 324. The following motions were made:

MSC to remove the appendices marked APM 322a, APM 322b, and APM 322c and create a hyperlink to the appendices of APM 322, and to inform the Executive Committee of the Senate of these changes.

MSC to remove the appendix marked APM 324a and create a hyperlink to the appendix of APM 324, and to inform the Executive Committee of the Senate of these changes.

These changes were made in an effort to ‘clean up’ the APM by removing items labelled as policies but are (were) actually part of the appendices (samples), which were not policies voted on by the Senate.
MEMORANDUM

TO: Kevin Ayotte, Chair
    Academic Senate

FROM: Brian Tsukimura, Chair
    University Personnel Committee

RE: APM’s 367 – Fresno State Affirmative Action Policy,
    370 – Discrimination Complaints (EO 419)
    393 – Employee Assistance Program Guidelines

At its meeting of November 6, 2014, the Personnel Committee discussed the removal of
(APM 367) Fresno State Affirmative Action Policy, APM 370 Policy on Discrimination
Complaints (EO 419), and APM 393 – Employee Assistance Program Guidelines from the
Academic Policy Manual. The following motions were made:

MCS to recommend removal of (APM 367) the Fresno State Affirmative Action
Policy from the Academic Policy Manual and forward to the Executive
Committee. This policy is superseded by Executive Order 1096.

MCS to recommend removal of (APM 370) Policy on Discrimination Complaints
(EO 419) from the Academic Policy Manual and forward to the Executive
Committee. This policy is superseded by Executive Order 1096.

MCS to recommend removal of (APM 393) the Employee Assistance Program
Guidelines from the Academic Policy Manual and forward to the Executive
Committee. This policy is superseded by Executive Order MAPP G17.1.

Faculty Affairs has stored these obsolete policies in the APM as Executive Orders.

If you have any questions, please contact Chair Tsukimura at ext 8-4244.